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AM ÕFM halftoning: digital halftoning through
simultaneous modulation of dot size

and dot density
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Abstract. Conventional digital halftoning approaches function by
modulating either the dot size [amplitude modulation (AM)] or the
dot density [frequency modulation (FM)]. Generally, AM halftoning
methods have the advantage of low computation and good print
stability, while FM halftoning methods typically have higher spatial
resolution and resistance to moiré artifacts. In this paper, we present
a new class of AM/FM halftoning algorithms that simultaneously
modulate the dot size and density. The major advantages of AM/FM
halftoning are better stability than FM methods through the forma-
tion of larger dot clusters; better moiré resistance than AM methods
through irregular dot placement; and improved quality through sys-
tematic optimization of the dot size and dot density at each gray
level. We present a general method for optimizing the AM/FM
method for specific printers, and we apply this method to an elec-
trophotographic printer using pulse width modulation technology.
© 2004 SPIE and IS&T. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1669555]

1 Introduction

Conventionally, halftoning is accomplished by eith
changing the size of printed dots or changing the rela
density of dots on the page. These two approaches
analogous to amplitude modulation~AM ! or frequency
modulation~FM! used in communications.

In AM halftoning, the density of dot clusters, which w
define as the number of clusters per unit area, is fixed. T
rendition is achieved by varying the size of each dot. T
most commonly used AM halftoning algorithm is cluster
dot screening.1 Cluster dot screening has the advantage
low computational load, stable dot formation, and res
tance to such printer artifacts as dot gain and band
Thus, it is widely used in electrophotographic~laser! print-
ers where a single isolated dot may not develop and
stable. One drawback of cluster dot screening is its limi
ability to render fine detail. Moreover, the regular d
placement also makes it vulnerable to moire´ patterns when
periodic patterns in the image are similar to the cluste
dot frequency.2 Thus, it is not suitable for halftoning im
ages scanned from printed material.
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In FM halftoning, the dot size is fixed and tone renditio
is achieved by varying the dot density. Commonly used F
halftoning algorithms include disperse dot screening,3–5 er-
ror diffusion,6–8 and search-based halftone methods such
direct binary search~DBS!.9–11 Error diffusion is perhaps
the most popular FM halftoning algorithm. Although it re
quires more computation compared to screening, it is s
very efficient. In general, FM halftoning achieves high
spatial resolution than AM halftoning and is free of moi´
artifacts. However, it may lack the print stability require
for electrophotographic printing.

Levien proposed output-dependent error diffusion
Ref. 12 which increases the print stability of error diffusio
through the formation of larger dot clusters. The spectr
of such methods has been characterized by Lauet al. as
green noise,13 which lacks both low frequency and hig
frequency components. In Ref. 14, the authors also gav
proceedure for designing masks capable of produc
green-noise halftone patterns. In Ref. 15, both outp
dependent error diffusion and green-noise masks were
eralized to color halftoning. Adaptive threshold modulati
for green-noise halftoning was also proposed in Ref. 16

In this paper, we present a new class of halftoning al
rithms which combine the advantages of both AM and F
halftoning methods. These methods, which we call AM/F
halftoning, are distinct from previous methods because t
directly modulate the dot size and dot density and prod
the best quality halftone at each gray level. Unlike gree
noise halftoning, AM/FM halftoning renders each gra
level with a single fixed dot size optimized for that gra
level. To halftone an image, AM/FM halftoning first dete
mines the position of each dot using a dispersed dot h
toning algorithm and a dot density curve that relates
input gray level to the density of dots on the page. The s
of each dot is then modulated according to a dot size cu
A measurement-based parameter design system is d
oped to optimize both the dot size and dot density cur
for a particular printer.

A specific implementation of AM/FM halftoning was de
veloped for use with electrophotographic printers that ha
subpixel modulation capability such as Hewlett-Packar
pulse width modulation~PWM! technology.17,18 Dot size

nd



AM/FM halftoning: digital halftoning . . .
Fig. 1 Diagram of the AM/FM halftoning algorithm. The dispersed dot halftoning algorithm determines
placement of the dots, but in addition the size of each dot is independently modulated. The dot size
and density are controlled using a pair of look-up tables.
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and density curves are designed via minimization of a re
larized cost function which takes both the print quality a
smooth texture transition into account. Experiments de
onstrate that AM/FM halftoning achieves high spatial re
lution, smooth highlight halftone textures, good printin
stability, and resistance to moire´ fringes.

In Sec. 2 the framework of AM/FM halftoning algo
rithm, is developed, and Sec. 3 presents specific implem
tation of it based on error diffusion and dot pair cluste
formed using PWM. Section 3.3 shows how dot size dif
sion can eliminate quantization artifacts when the dyna
range of the PWM system is limited, and Sec. 4 prese
experimental results.

2 AMÕFM Halftoning Framework

In the following section, we present a general framewo
for AM/FM halftoning. Once we adopt this framework, w
must then determine how to choose the dot size and
density curves in a manner which produces the best qu
rendering. We address this question in Sec. 2.1 by introd
ing a parameter design methodology which uses empir
measurements of printer response to optimize AM/FM
gorithm behavior.

Figure 1 illustrates how the AM/FM halftoning algo
rithm functions. Two look-up tables~LUTs! are first used to
determine the dot density and dot size at each pixel.
dot density is then used as input in a dispersed dot half
ing algorithm which determines the position of dots on
discrete printing grid. The size of each printed dot is th
independently modulated based on the computed dot siz
that position. The resulting output is then printed.

The essential attribute of AM/FM halftoning is that
simultaneously modulates both the dot density~i.e., spacing
between dots! and the dot size. If the dot size is fixed to
everywhere, AM/FM halftoning degenerates into conve
tional disperse dot halftoning. Thus, AM/FM halftoning is
more general class of algorithms than dispersed dot h
toning. Important, neither the dot density nor the dot s
independently controls the printed tone. Instead the prin
tone is controlled through a combination of the two. Th
allows one to incorporate tone correction directly into t
dot density and size LUTs.

In general, the disperse dot halftoning algorithm can
any one of a wide variety of methods including error d
fusion, dispersed dot screening, or iterative search-ba
halftoning such as direct binary search.9 The specific
method used to modulate dot size will, in general, dep
-
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on the particular printing technology. It may be any one
a number of methods which vary the size of a printed
either by grouping clusters of dots together, or by direc
modulating the size of the printed dot using a techniq
such as pulse width modulation.18

The dot density and dot size LUTs are critical para
eters of any AM/FM halftoning algorithm. These LUT
must be selected so as to obtain the desired absorptanc
each input gray level valueg(m,n). However, this leaves
an additional degree of freedom which may be used to
timize a variety of printing attributes including print qualit
or print stability. Therefore, it is possible to achieve the b
quality rendering of a desired absorptance by either vary
the dot size or the dot density.

2.1 Parameter Design for AM/FM Halftoning
Algorithm

In Sec. 2.1, we present a general procedure for design
dot size and dot density LUTs in order to maximize pr
quality while producing the desired tone response. Supp
we have selected a disperse dot halftoning algorithm
generate a FM pattern and a method to modulate the
size. Then the disperse halftoning algorithm is first appl
to generate a FM pattern with dot densityr, and each FM
dot is modulated with dot sizeu.

There are two important quantities which must be m
sured in order to design AM/FM LUTs. The first quantity
output tone level,T(u,r). Here we assumeT(u,r) is linear
in absorptance, so thatT(u,r)51 is perfectly black and
T(u,r)50 is white. Intermediate values ofT(u,r) vary
linearly with luminanceY. The second quantity is print dis
tortion, D(u,r), which measures the visual difference b
tween the halftone pattern rendered and an ideally rend
gray level. For now, we only assume thatD(u,r) is posi-
tive, and that it decreases with improvement in print qu
ity. Our objective will be to minimize print distortion
D(u,r) subject to the constraint that the toneT(u,r) is
correct.

Figure 2 shows the general approach used
measurement-based design of dot size and dot den
LUTs. We first generate halftone patterns by printing gr
patches with varying dot sizes,u, and dot densitiesr. The
printout is then scanned as a gray level image, andT(u,r)
is estimated by averaging the absorptance values of
pixels in each patch. We also computeD(u,r) using a met-
ric of print distortion that is appropriate for our problem
Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2004 / Vol. 13(2) / 287
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Fig. 2 Diagram showing the process used to design optimized LUTs for the AM/FM halftoning algo-
rithm. The process is based on direct measurement of the printed halftone quality.
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The next step is to compute the tone compensation cu
with respect to the desired tone curve of the printer. Leg
be an integer value between 0 and 255 that specifies
nominal input gray level to the printer. The desired to
curve is denoted byA(g) and is equal to the desired printe
absorptance for inputg. We assume that the desired to
curve is chosen so thatA(0)5AW andA(255)5AB , where
AB and AW are the black and white points of the printe
respectively. For given dot sizeu and input gray levelg, we
may find the dot densityr that achieves the desired absor
tance by solving

T~u,r!5A~g!. ~1!

Notice that, for each fixed dot sizeu, T(u,r) is a mono-
tonic increasing function of dot densityr. Therefore, one
can invertT(u,r) with respect tor. We denote this inverse
function byTu

21(•). We then compute the dot density curv
which achieves the desired tone level as

r5Ru~g!,Tu
21~A~g!!. ~2!

We call this the tone compensation curve for dot sizeu. For
each input gray valueg and dot sizeu, r5Ru(g) is the dot
density required to produce absorptanceA(g). In practice,
some absorptance levels may not be achievable for ce
dot size values ofu, even when the dot density is chosen
be its maximum value, rmax. In this case A(g)
.T(u,rmax), and we setRu(g)5rmax. After determining
Ru(g), we can compute the print distortion of gray levelg
using dot sizeu as

D̃~u,g!,D~u,r!ur5Ru~g!5D~u,Ru~g!!. ~3!

We call this tone compensated print distortion. For any g
level g with A(g).T(u,rmax), we setD̃(u,g)5`, so that
the print distortion is infinite.

The question of how to chooseu and r for each gray
level g remains. Denote the dot size and the dot den
selected to render gray levelg asug andrg , respectively.
In order to optimize the choice of (ug ,rg), we define a cost
function as an optimization objective. One choice is to u
a minimum print distortion criterion which minimize
D̃(u,g) for each input gray levelg. This optimization ob-
jective may be expressed as

ug5arg min
uP@umin ,umax#

D̃~u,g! ~4!
ctronic Imaging / April 2004 / Vol. 13(2)
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where the arg min operator returns the value of the ar
ment that minimizes the cost function, and@umin ,umax# is
the interval of possible values foru. Equation~4! yields the
value of ug that results in the best quality rendering f
each individual gray levelg. However, it may produce
abrupt changes in dot size and dot density for adjacent
put gray levels, which will cause visible contour artifac
when rendering continuous tone images. To achieve smo
tone and texture transitions, we enforce smoothness c
straints in the dot size and dot density curves by us
regularization techniques. More specifically, we augm
the cost function with quadratic penalty functions that fav
solutions that are smooth. The dot size penalty function
the form

1

2s1
2 (

g51

255

~ug212ug!2. ~5!

This function discourages large changes in dot size fr
one gray level to the next. The values1

2 is used to control
the amount of smoothing applied. Whens1 is small, the
penalty term is heavily weighted and the resultingug will
be very smooth. In similar fashion the quadratic functi
applied to penalize the change in dot density from one g
level to the next is given by

1

2s2
2 (

g51

255

~rg212rg!2, ~6!

wheres2 controls the regularization or smoothness ofrg .
We would like to formulate our overall optimization prob
lem in terms of$ug%g50

255 , so we can rewrite Eq.~6! using
the relationship of Eq.~2! as

1

2s2
2 (

g51

255

@Rug21
~g21!2Rug

~g!#2. ~7!

Combining the expressions in Eqs.~4!, ~5!, and~7! results
in the cost function,

C~u0 ,u,u255!5 (
g51

255 H D̃~ug ,g!1
1

2s1
2 ~ug212ug!2

1
1

2s2
2 @Rug21

~g21!2Rug
~g!#2J , ~8!
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AM/FM halftoning: digital halftoning . . .
where u,@u1 ,...,u254# is a vector which represents th
contents of the dot size LUT. The optimalu is obtained by
minimizing Eq.~8!,

u* 5arg min
uP@umin ,umax#

254

C~u0 ,u,u255!, ~9!

where @umin ,umax#
254 is the set of feasible values for th

vector u. Notice that in Eq.~9!, boundary pointsu0 and
u255 are fixed in the minimization. Generally,u0 is set to
umin to insure high quality rendering in the highlighted are
andu255 is set toumax to achieve complete darkness in th
shaded area. Whens15s25`, the cost function degener
ates to the minimum print distortion criterion in Eq.~4!.

Minimization of Eq. ~8! is, in general, a difficult prob-
lem because the function is not convex. In practice,
have found that this cost function has a complex struct
with many local minima, therefore, we need a robust op
mization method. In Sec. 2.2, we develop a multiresolut
iterative coordinate decent optimization algorithm whi
we empirically show can consistently minimize the co
function, Eq. ~8!, without becoming trapped in loca
minima.

2.2 Multiresolution Iterative Coordinate
Decent Algorithm

One commonly used optimization method is iterative co
dinate decent~ICD!. This method works by iteratively up
dating the coordinates to minimize a cost functional. F
our problem, each element of parameter vectoru is sequen-
tially updated to minimize the cost function of Eq.~8!. The
procedure is iterated until no further decrease in the c
function is achieved. A disadvantage of ICD is that it c
become trapped in local minima, as will be demonstrate
Sec. 4. Here we propose a more robust method for opt
zation, which we call multiresolution iterative coordina
decent~MICD!.

The MICD algorithm works by optimizing the cost func
tion after transformation of parameter vectoru by a series
of coarse-to-fine transformations. These transformati
range from the coarsest resolution ofK to the finest resolu-
tion of 1. At each resolutionk, ICD optimization is applied,
and the result is used as an initial condition to the next fi
resolution.

Consider the optimization problem for resolutionk. Let
x(k) be a vector of length 2542k which is related to vector
u by the transformation

u5uint
~k!1M ~k!x~k!

Fig. 3 Illustration of how laser output can be modulated to control
the dot size and placement.
t
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whereuint
(k) is the initial value ofu at resolutionk, and the

elements ofM (k) are given by

M i j
~k!5H 1 if j , i< j 1k,

0 otherwise.

Intuitively, the matrixM (k) is chosen so thatxj
(k) perturbsk

components ofu ranging fromuj 11 to uj 1k . The coarse
resolution cost function is then given by

C~k!~u0 ,x~k!,u255!5C~u0 ,uint
~k!1M ~k!x~k!,u255!. ~10!

The MICD algorithm works by optimizing cost functio
C(k)(u0 ,x(k),u255) as will be demonstrated in Sec. 4.

The MICD algorithm works by optimizing cost functio
C(k)(u0 ,x(k),u255) at resolutionk using ICD optimization.
The result is then used as an initial condition for ICD o
timization at resolution ofk21. Formally, the MICD algo-
rithm is as follows:

1. Setuint
(K) to the minimum distortion solution of Eq

~4!.

2. Fork5K to 1.
~a! Apply ICD optimization to the variablex(k)

x~k!←ICD arg min
x~k!

C~u0 ,uint
~k!1M ~k!x~k!,u255!.

~b! If kÞ1,

uint
~k21!5uint

~k!1M ~k!x~k!.

3. Setu←uint
(0) .

Generally, we useK510 as our coarsest resolution
the optimization.

3 Detailed Implementation of AM ÕFM Halftoning

We now describe a specific implementation of AM/F
halftoning that is suitable for electrophotographic printe
using PWM technology.18 PWM technology allows the size
of printed dots to be modulated and is therefore idea
suited to the AM/FM method. Section 3.1 describes h
the AM/FM algorithm can be implemented using PWM

Fig. 4 Illustration of how PWM technology is used to form clustered
pixel pairs arranged on a diagonal grid.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2004 / Vol. 13(2) / 289
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Fig. 5 Modified error diffusion algorithm for the FM component of the AM/FM algorithm: (a) basic flow
diagram and (b) position of weights and pixel processing order.
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modulate the size of dot clusters on a diagonal grid. Sec
3.2 gives details of the computation of tone and distort
measurements, and proposes a human visual sy
weighted mean-square error as the print distortion me
Finally, Sec. 3.3 introduces a dot size diffusion techniq
for use when the number of quantization levels of PWM
insufficient.

3.1 AM/FM Halfoning Using Pulse Width Modulation

In a conventional electrophotographic~EP! printer, the la-
ser is either ‘‘on’’ or ‘‘off’’ during the entire period it passe
a pixel’s location. This results in either a fully exposed d
or no dot. In PWM technology, the dot can be modula
by changing both the time that the laser is on and regis
tion of the exposure in the pixel grid. Figure 3 illustrat
typical laser output patterns generated by a PWM syst
For each pixel, two attributes can be controlled, the pu
width and pulse justification. A greater pulse width i
creases exposure and therefore creates a darker pr
pixel. Pulse justification determines the position at whic
pixel is printed: the left, center, or right of the pixel grid

In electrophotographic printing, small isolated dots te
to be unstable so their development can vary substant
with environmental conditions or small changes in rol
speed or charge voltage. This type of instability can res
in a variety of defects, including shifts in color/tone an
banding artifacts. PWM technology can be used to form
more stable cluster of variable size by exposing pixel pa
as shown in Fig. 4. For each pixel pair, the left pixel is rig
justified, and the right pixel is left justified. This results
pixels that are clustered together in pairs. The size of e
pixel is also independently modulated using a pulse wi
value that consists of an integer between 0 and 63. T
the total cluster size ranges from a minimum dot size
u50 ~total PWM value of 0! to a maximum dot size ofu52
~total PWM value of 126!.

Figure 4 shows how the two-pixel clusters are arrang
in a diagonal grid to fill all the locations on a rectangu
lattice. Pairs of adjacent pixels are grouped together,
each row is offset relative to adjacent rows. Notice that
size of each pixel is modulated independently. This allo
more precise representation of edge detail. Experiment
we have found that this diagonal packing of pixel clust
yields effective dot placement with no overlap between
jacent clusters.

The FM modulation component determines which pix
pair clusters are enabled or ‘‘turned on.’’ For this, we u
modification of conventional error diffusion which only a
lows dots to be fired on the diagonal grid associated w
ctronic Imaging / April 2004 / Vol. 13(2)
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cluster positions. The modified error diffusion algorithm
illustrated in Fig. 5. Let the values (m,n) denote the row
and column of a pixel, respectively. Then

u~m,n!,ug~m,n! , ~11!

r~m,n!,rg~m,n! , ~12!

are the dot size and dot density at position (m,n) that re-
sults from application of the dot size and dot dens
look-up tables. The modified error diffusion algorithm
then specified by the following three equations:

u~m,n!5r~m,n!1(
l .0

w~0,l !e~m,n2 l !

1(
l

w~1,l !e~m21,n2 l !, ~13!

b~m,n!5H 1 if @u~m,n!>t~m,n,r~m,n!!#

and @~m1n!mod2550#,

0 otherwise,

~14!

e~m,n!5u~m,n!2b~m,n!, ~15!

wherew(k,l ) are error diffusion weights that normally tota
one. The major modification compared to conventional
ror diffusion is in the quantization step of Eq.~14! where
the additional condition that (m1n)mod2550 is added;
in general, the threshold valuet(m,n,r(m,n)) will be de-
pendent on the location and the input dot density value
current pixel. The positions are such that (m1n)mod25
50 corresponds to the left-hand pixels in the pixel p
clusters of Fig. 4. So this quantizer suppresses every o
dot and only allows pixels on a diagonal grid to be turn
on. Thus the maximum fraction of pixels that can be turn
on is 50%. Consequently, the input dot density is limited
the range of@0,0.5#. The position of filter weights is also
shown in Fig. 6.

In our experiments, both the filter weights and thresh
values of the modified error diffusion are dependent
input dot densityr(m,n). The weights and thresholds ar
optimized for each input gray level with the method d
scribed in Ref. 19. Using the threshold modulation meth
developed in Ref. 19, the threshold functio
t(m,n,r(m,n)) is given by
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Fig. 6 Error filter weights and threshold values of tone-dependent modified error diffusion.
n

to
en-

m
the
ne
, it

pe-
t~m,n,r~m,n!!5t0~r~m,n!!

1t1~r~m,n!!p~mmodM ,~n/2!modM !,

~16!

wherep(m,n) is a DBS midtone pattern with 45° rotatio
to match the diagonal grid, andM564 is the period of the
DBS pattern. The rotated DBS patternp(m,n;0.5) is
shown in Fig. 7 wherep(m,n)51 is white, andp(m,n)
50 is black. In Eq.~16!, t0(r(m,n)) controls the basic
threshold value, whilet1(r(m,n)) controls the intensity of
threshold modulation. The threshold modulation is used
break up regular halftone patterns near the area of dot d
sities of 1/8, 1/4, and 3/8. The error diffusion algorith
uses two-row serpentine order with the values of
weights and thresholds illustrated in Fig. 6. The halfto
result for a serpentine ramp is shown in Fig. 8. Overall
achieves fairly uniform dot placement.

The values of the error diffusion output,b(m,n), at po-
sitions corresponding to (m1n)mod2550 determine
whether each pixel pair is enabled or disabled. More s
Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2004 / Vol. 13(2) / 291
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Z. He and C. A. Bouman
cifically, the output PWM code at position (m,n) is given
by

PWM~m,n!5 b63

2
u~m,n!c* b~m,n2~~m1n!mod2!!,

~17!

where the maximum PWM code is assumed to be 63.
tice that the PWM code for each pixel is modulated ind
pendently through the choice ofu(m,n). This improves
resolution by allowing fine edge details to be rende
more accurately.

3.2 Measurement of Tone Curve and
Print Distortion

Accurate estimation of the dot size and dot density cur
depends on careful measurement of the tone cur
T(u,r), and print distortion,D(u,r). Both curves are mea
sured for N1 discrete values of the dot size denoted
$u ( i )% i 50

N121 andN2 discrete values of dot density denoted

$r ( i )% i 50
N121.

Figure 9 shows a typical test pattern used to measure
tone and distortion curves for a single dot sizeu ( i ). The test
pattern is produced by printing an AM/FM halftoned gr
level test image using a fixed dot size ofu ( i ) and a linearly
varying dot density LUT,rg5g/254. The test pattern is
broken into eight subpatterns. Each subpattern consists
1638 array of gray patches with dot densities ranging fro
a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 0.5. Randomization
the patches is critical to avoid measuring any system
variations in tone across the printed page. We have
found that the use of subpatterns improves the accurac
increasing spatial localization of the measurements.

Fig. 7 DBS midtone pattern used in threshold modulation.

Fig. 8 Serpentine ramp of the modified ED.

292 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2004 / Vol. 13(2)
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For each dot sizeu ( i ), tone curve,T(u ( i ),r), and print
distortion curve,D(u ( i ),r), are computed by averagin
measurements overM scanned test patches, each with d
densityr. Let s( j )(m,n) be theN3N sampled version of
the jth scanned test patch where 0<m,N and 0<n,N.
Here we assume thats( j )(m,n) is measured in units of ab
sorptance which are linear with reflected energy. Furth
more, letS( j )(k,l ) be the DFT ofs( j )(m,n) computed using
a two-dimensional~2D! Hanning window to minimize
boundary effects.

The initial value of the tone curve, denoted byT̃(u,r),
is then computed by averaging the absorptance value
the M test patches.

T̃~u~ i !,r!5
1

MN2 (
j 50

M21

(
~m,n!

s~ j !~m,n!. ~18!

The distortion metric we use is based on a linear sh
invariant low-pass filter proposed in Ref. 20 of the form

H~u,v !5a exp~2bAu21v2!, ~19!

whereu and v are the horizontal and vertical spatial fre
quency in units of cycles per degree, anda andb are con-

Fig. 10 Flow diagram for the dot size diffusion process.

Fig. 9 Test pattern used to measure T(u;r) and D (u;r) Notice that
gray patches are distributed randomly to reduce the effects of printer
variation.
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AM/FM halftoning: digital halftoning . . .
stants that are dependent on the average luminance o
image. Experimentally,b has been measured to be 5.1
deg/cycle, and for our purposes, we may assume thaa
51. Initial print distortion is computed by

D̃~u,r!5A 1

M (
j 50

M21

(
~k,l !Þ~0,0!

F~k,l !uS~ j !~k,l !u2, ~20!

whereF(k,l ) is the filter given by

F~k,l !5HXpd fs

180N H F S k1
N

2 DmodNG2
N

2 J ,

pd fs

180N H F S l 1
N

2 DmodNG2
N

2 J , ~21!

whered is the viewing distance in inches,f s is the sam-
pling frequency fors(m,n) in samples per inch, andN is
assumed even.

The initial tone and distortion curves are then smooth
in the r domain using a combination of median and line
filters. The initial tone curve is smoothed by applying
five-point median filter followed by 10 applications of

Fig. 11 Diagram illustrating diffusion positions and weights for the
dot size diffusion process.
e

linear filter with impulse response of@0.25, 0.5, and 0.25#.
The initial print distortion curve is smoothed by three a
plications of the five-point median filter followed by 1
applications of the same linear filter. After smoothing, t
tone curve measured may not be completely monotonic
insure monotonicity, we apply the following:

T~u~ i !,r!←max
x<r

T~u~ i !,x!. ~22!

SinceT(u,r) andD(u,r) are computed for discrete va
ues ofu and r, the intermediate values of these functio
must be smoothly interpolated to allow effective optimiz
tion of the cost function defined in Eq.~8!. Generally,N2 is
large, so we use linear interpolation to compute interme
ate values ofr. Once this is done, functionsRu(g) and
D̃(u,g) may also be computed using Eqs.~2! and~8!. Then
for each i, we then have the functionsR(u ( i ),g) and
D̃(u ( i ),g) for any g in the interval @0,255#. We evaluate
these functions for intermediate values ofu using cubic
interpolation since this reduces interpolation error for
sparse sampling of dot size values.

3.3 Data Bandwidth Reduction with
Dot Size Diffusion

In some applications, the number of quantization lev
used to specify the dot size may be limited. We will deno
this set asQp5$up1 ,up2 ,...,uPL%. This limitation may re-
sult from bandwidth constraints of the printing systems,
the limited dynamic range of the PWM electronics. In e
ther case, a small number of possible dot sizes for each
cluster will result in quantization artifacts in the resultin
AM/FM halftone. In order to eliminate these artifacts, w
introduce a method for dithering the dot size using a sec
level of error diffusion.

Dot size diffusion~DSD! diffuses dot size error acros
dot clusters formed by pixel pairs. The size of the (i , j )th
dot cluster is given by
Fig. 12 (a) Calibration curve of the HP6100c scanner with brightness of 118, contrast of 122, g of 2.2.
(b) Target printer tone curve used in the experiments.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2004 / Vol. 13(2) / 293
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294 / Journa
Fig. 13 Raw and smoothed curves measured for 6-bit AM/FM halftoning with u51:0. (a) Raw and
smoothed tone curves. (b) Raw and smoothed print distortion curves.
er-
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ig.

i-
wn
r-

to
ble
uc~ i , j !5 1
2@u~ i ,2j 1 imod2!1u~ i ,2j 1 imod211!#

* b~ i ,2j 1 imod2!. ~23!

However, due to quantization of the PWM codes, only c
tain discrete values ofuc( i , j ) are possible. We denote th
set of possible values asV. Then the dot size diffusion is
specified by the following three equations illustrated in F
10:

u~ i , j !5up~ i , j !1(
l .0

w~0,l !ep~ i , j 2 l !

1(
l

w~1,l !ep~ i 21,j 2 l !, ~24!
l of Electronic Imaging / April 2004 / Vol. 13(2)
uq~ i , j !5H arg min
sPV

~ uu~ i , j !2su! if b~ i ,2j 1 imod2!

551,

0 otherwise,
~25!

eu~ i , j !5u~ i , j !2uq~ i , j !, ~26!

wherew(k,l ) are the error diffusion weights. In our exper
mental results, we use the Floyd–Steinberg weights sho
in Fig. 11. The DSD method differs from conventional e
ror diffusion primarily in the quantization step in Eq.~25!.
In DSD, if a cluster is turned off, it is always quantized
0. Otherwise, the multilevel quantizer selects the availa
cluster size that minimizes the dot size error betweenu( i , j )
Fig. 14 Smoothed tone and print quality curves for 6-bit AM/FM halftoning using different dot sizes.
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AM/FM halftoning: digital halftoning . . .
anduq( i , j ). After determininguq( i , j ), we need to decide
how to assign dot size values of the left pixelu l and of the
right pixel u r . If uq( i , j )50, one simply sets bothu l andu r

to zero. Otherwise, we first calculate the dot size ratior 0 of
the left and right pixels for the case of partial dotting,

r 05
u~ i ,2j 1 imod2!

u~ i ,2j 1 imod211!
. ~27!

The values ofu l andu r are then determined by

~u l ,u r !5arg min
~ua ,ub!,

ua ,ubPQp ,ua1ub5uq~ i , j !

Uua

ub
2r 0U. ~28!

Fig. 15 Tone compensation curves required for each dot size,
Ru(i)(g). Each curve is designed to achieve the desired target tone
curve for the specified dot size using AM/FM halftoning with 6-bit
PWM codes.
4 Experimental Results

All experiments were performed on an HP4000 printer t
was modified to allow the pulse width modulation d
scribed in Sec. 3.1. The dot size was uniformly samp
from a minimum PWM value of 28~u50.44! to a maxi-
mum PWM value of 112~u51.78! using a sample interva
size of 7. We choose the minimum PWM value of 28 b
cause it was the smallest dot size that could stably dep
toner when printed in isolation. The maximum PWM valu
of 112 corresponds to two PWM codes of 56, and w
choosen because it produced solid black fill regions w
the same absorptance as the maximum PWM code of
The test pattern contained 0.25 in.30.25 in. test patches
and was scanned at 600 dpi resolution using an HP Sca
6100c whose output was calibrated using a GreTag refl
tion spectrophotometer

Fig. 16 Print distortion as a function of the desired gray scale output
value using AM/FM halftoning with 6-bit PWM codes. Notice that at
each gray level different dot sizes result in substantially different
quality.
Fig. 17 Plots of (a) optimal dot size curves and (b) optimal dot density curves for AM/FM halftoning
with 6-bit PWM codes. Each plot represents a different choice of smoothing parameters or different
optimization algorithm.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2004 / Vol. 13(2) / 295
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Z. He and C. A. Bouman
~Fig. 12!. The scans were then converted to a linear refl
tance scale. The viewing distance for the human visual s
tem model in all experiments was chosen to bed56 in.,
and the target tone curve was chosen to be

A~g!5AB1~AW2AB!S 12
g

255D
g

,

where the parameterg approximately corresponds to theg
correction for printer calibration. We found that the val
g51.5 worked well in all our experiments.

In our experiments, we tested two versions of t
AM/FM algorithm. Standard implementation of AM/FM
used 6-bit PWM codes to specify pulse widths. Howev
as discussed above, the 6-bit PWM codes were restricte
the range of 0–56. This 6-bit version of AM/FM allow

Fig. 18 Plot of cost as a function of the iteration number using both
the MICD and ICD optimization algorithms for AM/FM halftoning with
6-bit PWM codes. Notice that the MICD algorithm achieves a slightly
lower final value of the cost.
296 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2004 / Vol. 13(2)
-
-

to

almost continuous variation of the pixel width. A secon
version of the AM/FM algorithm was tested that used on
2-bits per pixel to specify four possible PWM code valu
that correspond to 0, 28, 42, and 56. In this case, the av
able dot sizes for each pixel pair in units of pulse width a
given by V5$0,28,42,56,70,84,98,112%. The 2-bit AM/FM
then used DSD to eliminate artifacts of contouring due
quantization. Both the 6-bit and 2-bit versions of AM/FM
used the same pixel justification scheme as that show
Fig. 4.

4.1 AM/FM LUT Design Results

We first present results for AM/FM LUT design usin
AM/FM halftoning with 6-bit PWM codes and no DSD
Figure 13 illustrates the initial and smoothed versions
the tone curve and print distortion curve for a dot size

Fig. 19 Print distortion as a function of AM/FM halftoning with 2-bit
PWM codes and DSD with DSD. Notice that at each gray level
different dot sizes result in substantially different quality.
Fig. 20 Plots of (a) optimal dot size curves and (b) optimal dot density curves for AM/FM halftoning
with 2-bit PWM codes and DSD.
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AM/FM halftoning: digital halftoning . . .
u51.0. Notice that they track each other accurately, but
smoothed tone curve is guaranteed to be monotonic.

Figure 14 shows the tone and print distortion curves
each dot size. In general, the larger dot size achie
greater absorptance output at a fixed dot density. No
that, for small dot sizes, it is impossible to achieve a f
black (A5AB). As the dot size becomes larger, the d
overlap becomes severe, which results in saturation of
output absorptance at high dot densities.

The tone compensation curvesRu( i )(g) are plotted in
Fig. 15. As expected, greater dot density is needed fo
smaller dot size to achieve a given absorptance. Figure
shows the tone compensated print distortion,D̃u( i )(g). Im-
portantly, it is clearly seen that at each gray level,g, mini-
mum distortion is achieved for varying values of dot si
u ( i ).

Figure 17 shows the dot size and dot density curves
result from different choices of smoothing parameters a
optimization algorithms. A smaller value ofs1 or s2 con-
strains the dot size or dot density curve and make
smoother as indicated in Eq.~8!. However, as with any
regularized optimization problem, there is a tradeoff b
tween the smoothness of the dot size/density curves
maximization of the halftone quality at individual gray le
els. For this experiment, we found thats150.05 ands2

50.1 yield the best overall subjective quality.
Notice that the smaller dot size is selected in the hi

lighted area. Intuitively, this is because the small dots

Fig. 21 Scanned patches from the printouts of a ramp using (a)
AM/FM halftoning with 6-bit PWM codes, (b) AM/FM halftoning with
2-bit PWM codes and DSD, (c) Floyd–Steinberg error diffusion, and
(d) PhotoTone cluster dot screening.
s
e

e

a
6

t

t

d

less visible in highlighted areas. In the midtone, the dot s
stays near a value of 0.70. In our experiments, we obser
that dot size 0.70 achieved the highest overall quality h
tone texture over a range of dot sizes for this particu
printer. In the dark regions, larger dot size is prefera
because it creates large ‘‘holes’’ which are more stable
printing.

For the case ofs150.05 ands250.1, we also com-
pared the results of MICD and ICD optimization. Both th
optimal dot size and dot density curves of MICD a
smoother compared with those of ICD. The smooth dot s
and dot density transition is crucial to avoiding abru
changes in halftone texture for adjacent gray levels, wh
would otherwise be very visible. Figure 18 shows a co
parison of the change in the cost function value for MIC
and ICD optimization. The converged cost function value
86.45 for MICD optimization versus 86.74 for ICD optim
zation. Thus, ICD optimization is trapped in a local min
mum. Generally, we have observed that MICD optimiz
tion results in consistently lower values of the co
function.

Figure 19 shows the tone compensated print distort
curves for AM/FM halftoning with 2-bit PWM codes an
DSD. The results of MICD optimization usings150.05
and s250.1 are given in Fig. 20. As we can see, in t
highlighted area, the optimal dot size curve stays with
size u50.44. Thus, AM/FM halftoning uses purely FM
modulation. u50.44 corresponds to pulse width of 2
which is an available pulse width. Since DSD uses a co
bination of adjacent available dot sizes to render an in
mediate dot size, it makes the halftone texture of the in
mediate dot size noisier. Therefore, permissible dot si
are preferred. For the midtone area, the optimal dot s
stays aroundu50.67, which corresponds to an availab
pulse width of 42. For the shaded region, the dot size g
up quickly and achieves the desired absorptance and b
print stability.

4.2 Print Samples

Here, we compare printouts produced using AM/FM ha
toning, Floyd–Steinberg error diffusion, and a clustered
screening algorithm called PhotoTone.21 PhotoTone is de-
signed to use the printer’s PWM capability and has a scr
frequency of 141 lines per inch. Floyd–Steinberg error d
fusion was performed at 600 dpi and used PWM codes o
and 56 as ‘‘off’’ and ‘‘on.’’ The PWM code of 56 was use
because it allows Floyd–Steinberg error diffusion and p
duces solid black regions with the same absorptance as
produced with the AM/FM algorithms. The results o
Floyd–Steinberg error diffusion and PhotoTone screen
were both tone compensated to match the desired ta
tone scale.

All figures were obtained by scanning portions of actu
600 dpi printouts. Therefore the figures show the qua
and defects that were generated in the final prints. The s
resolution was 1200 dpi and all the scans are displaye
approximately 300 dpi~i.e., 43 magnification!.

First, we compare several gray level patches from
ramp. Figure 21 shows the results. In the highlighted
gion, AM/FM halftoning achieves superior print quality be
cause isolated dots are much less visible. Floyd–Steinb
error diffusion produces large dots in the highlighted
Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2004 / Vol. 13(2) / 297
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Fig. 22 Rendering of a scanned image using AM/FM halftoning with 6-bit PWM codes.
fun
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gions because the dot size cannot be modulated as a
tion of the gray level. The PhotoTone result also has visi
dots in the highlighted region, but these dots are less vis
than those in Floyd–Steinberg error diffusion. This is b
cause the PhotoTone algorithm uses the PWM capabilit
reduce the dot size, but it is still limited to a fixed grid
298 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2004 / Vol. 13(2)
c-

e

dot positions, so it cannot achieve the same high densit
small dots that that the AM/FM method achieves. Floy
Steinberg error diffusion also has wormy halftone patter
In the midtone regions, the halftone texture transition
AM/FM halftoning is smooth, and the dots are more un
formly distributed. PhotoTone screening achieves



AM/FM halftoning: digital halftoning . . .
Fig. 23 Rendering of a scanned image using AM/FM halftoning with 2-bit PWM codes and DSD.
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smoothest texture transition in 600 dpi printouts due to
regular dot placement of cluster dot screening. The midt
region of Floyd–Steinberg error diffusion produces t
smoothest texture of the four algorithms. The Floy
Steinberg algorithm has an advantage in this respect
cause it uses the full 600 dpi grid, rather than being
e

-

stricted to the diagonal pixel pairs of the AM/FM
algorithm. However, the regular directional halftone textu
and fine dot structure of the Floyd–Steinberg error dif
sion make it much more prone to texture discontinuit
and printing instability than either AM/FM or clustered d
screening. In the shaded regions, AM/FM halftoning c
Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2004 / Vol. 13(2) / 299
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Fig. 24 Rendering of a scanned image using Floyd–Steinberg error diffusion.
ing
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ws
ates desirable ‘‘hole’’ structures which increase the print
stability. Floyd–Steinberg error diffusion produces re
tively little halftone graininess in the dark area. But it al
tends to show worse banding artifacts in practice due to
reduced stability. The PhotoTone algorithm also create
regular hole structure.
300 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2004 / Vol. 13(2)
a

Overall, PhotoTone screening is the most resistant
banding artifacts. In highlighted and midtone regions,
banding artifacts of AM/FM halftoning and Floyd–
Steinberg error diffusion are comparable; however, in
shaded regions, Floyd–Steinberg error diffusion sho
worse banding artifacts.
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Fig. 25 Rendering of a scanned image using PhotoTone cluster dot screening.
ms
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Figures 22–25 compare the four halftoning algorith
using a synthesized test image consisting of 120 and
line/in. scan bars, scanned text, and a continuous tone
age. The line scan bar is particularly important for evalu
ing moiré resistance.
0
-

For the scanned bars, both AM/FM halftoning an
Floyd–Steinberg error diffusion show high spatial reso
tion and are free of moire´ artifacts. Floyd–Steinberg diffu-
sion achieves slightly better spatial resolution probably d
to both inherent sharpening of conventional err
Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2004 / Vol. 13(2) / 301
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diffusion22 and pixel grouping of the AM/FM halftoning
~For this implementation of AM/FM halftoning, the erro
diffusion in the FM part was trained to remove the sha
ening effect.! However, the PhotoTone algorithm has mu
lower spatial resolution and serious moire´ artifacts due to
interactions between its own screen frequency and peri
signals in the test image.

On the scanned text, the AM/FM algorithm produces
clean result, whereas the Floyd–Steinberg error diffus
looks muddy in the background. The AM/FM result wi
2-bit PWM codes and DSD has softer text edges, and
PhotoTone algorithm renders the softest text edge.

For the scanned continuous tone image, the major
ferences between AM/FM halftoning and Floyd-Steinbe
error diffusion are in the highlighted areas. For examp
AM/FM renders the clouds much more smoothly th
Floyd–Steinberg error diffusion. In the midtone region
Floyd–Steinberg error diffusion is somewhat less gra
due to the smaller dot size, but this reduced grainin
causes greater printing instability. For example, Floy
Steinberg error diffusion has more noticable horizon
streaks in the sky region and women’s legs. These stre
are caused by banding artifacts and are enhanced by pr
instability. In the dark areas such as the mountain reg
above the water, the AM/FM algorithm produces more d
tinct holes which can increase graininess. However, th
holes are less noticable in the original printout due to3
magnification of our figures.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented both a general theory and
cific implementation for AM/FM halftoning. AM/FM half-
toning uses a combination of dot size and dot den
modulation to produce the best possible print quality
each gray level. Our approach to design of the required
size and dot density curves is based on regularized opt
zation of print quality measured from actual printed a
scanned halftones. We proposed a multiresolution itera
coordinate decent optimization algorithm to robustly op
mize the resulting nonconvex functional, and show tha
performs better than a fixed scale method. Finally, we
troduced a dot size diffusion method for use when availa
dot sizes must be quantized.

The results show that the AM/FM halftoning algorith
produces high quality halftone images on electropho
graphic printers with pulse width modulation capabili
Generally, AM/FM halftoning produces more stable high
quality halftones than conventional error diffusion, wh
eliminating the moire´ artifacts typical of clustered do
screens. By using small dot sizes in highlighted are
AM/FM halftoning reduces or eliminates visible isolate
dots; by using larger dots in dark regions, it increases
stability of the printed output. Moreover, the combinati
of detail rendition, stability, and resistance to moire´ make it
particularly suitable for scan-to-print applications of ele
trophotographic printing.
302 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2004 / Vol. 13(2)
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